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Dynamic, optimized SSM



physical human-robot interaction

why should we touch robots??
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 How can I ensure that head and neck of operators are not touched?

 Is it acceptable that the head is in the range of motion of a collaborative robot?

No, you cannot. It’s fenceless.

It can be acceptable. After some work.

It’s risk assessment, baby!
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 the notion of residual risk

 analyze the effects of hazards

 start from layout

 combine different safeguarding (e.g. force limitation + guards + zoning/speed limit)

 reduce the uncertainties (a.k.a. “validation”)

 reduce the probability of human errors

 train your people and watch out on the factory floor



contacts | danger | how much?
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safety validation

testing effectively



adapted from ISO/TS 15066 5.5.4 Fig, 3
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Validation is expensive.

Outputs need to be comparable.

Numerical outputs vs. risk evaluation: guidelines are welcome!



affordable procedures



safearoundrobots.com

The TOOLKIT:
web-based services for finding normative requirements, specifications, procedures, …
on-stop-shop for safety rules

The PROTOCOLS:
Standardized procedures for easy test of safety functions and behaviors. 
To be used for certification, TUV verification, ethical committees, OSH inspection, .. 
cost-saving, consensus-based, methods for providing evidences

The CALLS:
Cascade funding: 5.5 M€ for experiments. Propose your procedure for 
- Testing your new device/system
- New methods for validating applications
Up to 60 k€/experiment
3 Calls: Feb 2019  + Nov 2019  + Jun 2020

/company/covrproject



final remarks
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 physical human/robot interaction (e.g. contacts) requires integral risk assessment

 PFL collaborative mode is not wrong, it’s just new.

 contemporary safety is adaptable, software-based, conditionally triggered.

 liability of manufacturer remains. conformity and validation.

 huge needs for protocols: expect guidelines and procedures in the next future.

 stay tuned on training and opportunities

federico.vicentini@stiima.cnr.it
visit us at CNR – via Alfonso Corti 12, Milano (a.k.a. COVR Shared Facility)
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